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Remedial courses not
common in NW Colleges
By Scott A. Carnes
W halesong Staff

courses.
University of Idaho offers only
a Math 050 course. Oregon State
As the federal government is
University, though, offers Math
considering restructuring its
0 6 1 , 0 6 2 , 063, 0 9 1 , 092 and 093
policies concerning funding and
elementary and intermediate
grants pertaining to remedial and algebra courses. The catch to
developmntal courses, the
these classes though, is that they
University of Alaska Southeast is are offered only through the
facing some major decisions
universities Continuing Educaregarding these courses.
tion Program and the credits do
In the face of these decisions,
not count towards a student's
some people have looked to
degree requirements. This policy
is very similar to UAS's, in which
other universities in the Northwest, comparing their course
a student earns credit that does
not fulfill any degree requireofferings to those of UAS. UAS
is one of the few northwest
ments.
universities that offers remedial
Most four-year private
and developmental courses.
colleges in the Northwest offer
The University of Washington, no kind of remedial courses.
the University of Montana, The
Pacific Luthern University offers
Evergreen State College, all state
only one remedial math and one
run universities, do not offer any remedial English course. These
kind of remedial or developmen- courses are offered only on a notal courses numbered below 100. credit basis.
University of Washington's
Other private schools like
and University of Montana’s
University of Puget Sound,
admissions offices both exLewis & Clark and Reed College
offer no such courses. The
plained that their admissions
admissions officer at University
standards probably wouldn't
of Puget Sound said, "We do not
allow students who needed
offer these courses because it
remedial courses to be admitted
goes against what the university
to their universities.
is about. W e are a very selective
UAS still has other consideruniversity. Our average freshations to keep in mind that these
man has a high school grade
schools do not have to worry
about. University of Washington point average of 3.5 and an 1100
admissions further explained
SAT score. Students who don't
that there are several community have those remedial skills
couldn't compete at this school.”
colleges in the Seattle area that
Reed College's admissions
offer these remedial courses.
officer expressed similar reasons.
The admissions office at The
He said, "We are a private liberal
Evergreen State College in
arts college and have students
Olympia, Washington explained
who do not need those types of
that because of the interdisciplicourses."
nary nature of the school, remeMany of these schools have
dial courses do not fit into the
other universities or community
structure of the curriculum and
colleges in the area to support or
have no place in the university.
expand their curriculum. This is
Two other state-run universinot
a luxury UAS enjoys. Its
ties, Oregon State University and
decision process may be a long
University of Idaho, do offer
and arduous one.
some sort of developmental

UAS Student Housing is inflicted with many problems and discrepencies left by the contractor.
Photo by Gregory Norman

Student Housing law suit settled
of the project was not built to
specifications.
The major problems students
As winter arrives, residents of have experienced before (and
will experience again this winter)
student housing are once again
include improperly graded
becoming witness to the prob
sidewalks and poor drainage that
lems that led the University of
can be dangerous in the winter.
Alaska Southeast to sue a Boise
In addition, many windows
contractor. Although the suit
was settled this past summer, the do not close properly, much of
problems which led to it, ranging the mechanical heating and
ventillation system is not propfrom dangerous pathways to
erly installed, crawl space in the
poor heating systems, are still
attics
is inadequate, roofs were
evident.
Marson Knutson was hired as not built to specifications and
most of the interior walls were
the designer and contractor for
inadequately nailed. There are
the student housing project.
also problems with the tiling in
After the project's late completion, UAS inspectors found many the bathroom showers and the
lack of padding under the
problems and discrepencies in
the project. So, in 1985 UAS filed carpets.
Housing Manager Lynette
a law suit against Marson
Grammell said many of the
Knutson for breach of contract.
problems were not discovered
The university sued for
specified damages and penalties, right away. For instance, she
said, when her own apartment
said Regional Architect Jack
Wolever. He said the project was flooded this summer they
discovered that there was no
not completed, within the conpadding under any of her carpets
tracted time and a large portion
By Scott A. Carnes
W halesong Staff

and there was no moisture
protection behind the bathroom
tiles, causing rotting and decay
of the wall.
The suit never made it to
court, Wolever said. The university settled in mediations with
the contractor. Wolever said the
university dropped all of its
claims and the contractor agreed
that the university had suffered
damages estimated at $1.5
million, nearly one quarter of
what UAS sued for.
The contractor awarded UAS
$600,000 and agreed to drop its
claim to $900,000 that the university withheld from its payment to
Marson Knutson.
Wolever said the majority of
the repairs have been scheduled
to be completed this summer.
He said they're working w ith the
housing people to try to minimize the interruptions to summer activities. Other projects,
like the heating system, he said,
are going to be spaced out over
the next two summers.
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Governor Hickel shares views of higher education in A laska system
It would appear,
from reading recent
headlines and various
letters to the editor, that
some who are affiliated
with our universitysystem—students,
faculty, staff and other
supporters— are fearful
of where exactly the
Hickel administration is
going with higher
education.
As the head of the Hickel administration, I'd like to
share with you my thoughts about state support for
higher education.
Make no mistake about it, the university system and
the educational programs it offers to Alaskans are very
important to this state. I believe the system should be
taken care of, and should receive adequate funding to
allow it to provide course offerings necessary for the
education of our workforce. How, indeed, can we expect
to create new job opportunities for Alaskans, yet not
educate our young people to be able to fill those vacancies?
Lets take a kook at our revenue picture.
The state budget must balance expenditures with
anticipated revenue. This process is a collaborative effort
between the executive and legislative branches.
As the university's budget moved through the legislature last session, we estimated state revenues would not
be sufficient to fund the whole amount requested. The
legislature gambled on more oil at higher prices, and
passed funding at a higher level than it should have
been. As Governor, it ultimately fell upon my shoulders
to bring the budget in line with what we could realisti-

cally expect in revenues.
Still, the university budget I
signed into law for FY92
was 9.2 percent higher than
FY91.
At the same time, we took
the approach that we were
not going to micromanage
the university. We passed
the university budget,
basically, in a lump sum,
and left it up to the
university's board of regents
and administrators to set their program funding priorities as they saw them.
Whether by accident or design, many of the cuts
university administrators made affected students directly. Fewer course offerings. Bigger classes. Closed
classes. But what happened to the administrators— did
they take their share of cuts?
I would be the first to agree that what happened—
how the cuts were made at the classroom level— could be
disruptive to a serious student's efforts to complete a
course of study. I was not pleased to see that take place.
And I would like to avoid it happening again. To do so
is going to require state revenues to go up, not down.
But, here's the problem. W e are blessed with an
abundance of natural resources, which we can chose to
use or to leave alone. Markets in the Lower 48 and along
the Pacific Rim are interested in our natural resources,
and will buy them from us if w e make them available. If
we don't make our resources available, they will buy
them elsewhere.
So, our situation here in Alaska is simple: if we don't
produce, we don't get paid. Our state revenues are 85
percent dependent on oil production. If the price of oil

Guest
Editorial
Walter
Hickel

goes down, as it did in the mid-1980's, so do state
revenues. If the rate of production goes down, as it will
when Prudhoe Bay tapers off, so will state revenues.
This is a fact of life, but I'm not going to dwell on it. I
prefer to lead us in a more positive direction. We must
find ways of replacing that revenue— replenishing the
stream. In my experience, that can only be done through
the kinds of big projects for which I've been criticized in
the press. I don't apologize for promoting big projects—
they are the heart and soul of our civilization. Where
would we be if it were not for big projects? Would we
have an Alaska Highway? Would we have a Permanent
Fund Dividend if we hadn't pushed the big projects that
made it possible to save $12 billion?
Let's look down the road a bit.
Some folks don't like it that I want to reduce the size
of the operating budget, while at the same time we are
increasing capital appropriations. I understand their
concerns. For the person whose program is being cut
back, whether service provider or service receiver,
budget cuts are a big, immediate concern. If we cut one
place to provide funding somewhere else, that shows a
change in funding priorities.
Quite frankly, my funding priorities are considerably
different from my predecessor's, especially regarding
how we should use our one-time revenue from our
natural resources. That money should go toward capital
projects and deferred maintenance.
Progress— the construction of roads, bridges, rail
extensions, ports, harbors and other infrastructures—is
what will enable Alaska's economy to grow, to provide a
living for you and your children into the future. And, it
is what will, ultimately, provide funding for the University of Alaska.
The Official Student Newspaper of The University of Alaska Southeast

Hickel-bashing must stop:

Hypocritical minority attempts to rid Alaska of its devil
By Gregory Norman
W halesong Editor
I agree that education needs to receive a larger
priority stamp, but where is that money supposed to
come from?
Would you prefer to have it be extracted from the
State Park Service? The justice system? The marine
highway system? Or the welfare and unemployment
system? Money doesn't do everything—while no money
does absolutely nothing.
For the past several months the media and a separate
group of volunteers, calling themselves the Recall
Coalition, have persisted in continuously contributing to
what is referred to as "Hickel-bashing."
It seems to me that the time and energy spent on this
type of activity displays an unhappiness with their own
lives and is not in the general and universal good of all
Alaskans. These organizations might credit themselves
with attempting to rid Alaskan politics of the pennypinching old tyrant, Ebonizer Scrooge, when in reality
what they are doing is making a mockery of their own
political affiliations.
As a supporter of Governor W alter Hickel, I find it
ludicrous that some of the same people who elected him
are now trying to Recall him.
Why? W hat is the rational behind the Recall
Coalition's endeavor? It's my understanding that the
coalition has yet to reveal its motivation—leading me to
believe that the organization is no more than a gaggle of

little kids throwing a temper tantrum because they did
not get their way.
Over seventy-five thousand Alaskans put Hickel into
office and now the hypocritical minority is attempting
rid itself of a person w ith expansionists views. Why?
For doing what Tony Knowles and Arliss Strugulewski
would have to do if they had been elected—cutting the
budget, following their own agenda and looking to the
future. And what if they had elected? W ell, you can bet
your assets that both would be axing the budget as
much, if not more than Hickel is forced too.
As an active student I view first hand what Hickel's
cuts are doing to the university. But I also see what the
university is doing to itself.
Let time be the judge as to the effects Hickel's administration will have on Alaska. Time, I believe will reveal
more benefits than harm.
One side note to all this; whoever thought up the
bumper-sticker, "P ot got more Votes than Hickel,"
needs to take a Statistics course. W hile it is true, let's
stop manipulating statistics to read what we what them
to say.
The fact is, the marijuana issue received more votes,
for and against, than all three candidates combined.
Hickel received 75,721 votes, Knowles, 60,201,
Sturgulewski, 50,991, totaling 186,913 votes. Marijuana
received 105,263 yes votes, and 88,644 no votes, totaling
193,907. Think about it.
Perhaps if we had a better understanding of what
both sides where after, we could find a solution.
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The University of Alaska Southeast student
newspaper, W halesong, is a bi-weekly publication
with a circulation of 2,500 copies per issue. The
W halesong's primary audience is UAS students,
although its broader audience includes faculty, staff,
and community members. W h a leso n g will strive to
inform and entertain its readers, analyze and provide
commentary on the news, and serve as a public
forum for the free exchange of ideas. The staff of the
W h a leso n g v a lu es freedom of expression and
encourages reader response. Letters to the editor are
welcome and highly encouraged. All letters must be
signed to be considered for publication and may be
edited for style and/or brevity but never content. The
W h a leso n g is located on the Auke Lake campus in
Mourant 207B. Mailing address: 11120 Glacier
Highway • Juneau, AK 99801. Telephone: 789-4434,
Fax 789-4595, VAXID: JYWHALE.

Biology Professor cries injustice
Dear Editor:
I read with interest the emotional dogma you published in a recent issue of Whalesong.
I have taught biology classes here at UAS since 1978
and I do indeed make sure that my students know about
the long-term costs of the logging, mining and oil
industries in this state.
Although these industries do provide jobs, I think this
attracts more unemployed people to this state. Furthermore, these industries have truly atrocious records for
environmental damage— drop by my office sometime
and I will share my fat files of journal clippings describing EPA fines, court injunctions, penalties, etc. against
these industries in Alaska and elsewhere.
Let me take this opportunity to tell you some facts
about logging. Please try to follow my logic.
Logging is a good example of an extractive industry
that damages the environment. Soil erosion accelerates
because roads are built, heavy machinery is used, and
the productive canopy (of trees) is removed. Eroded soil
gets deposited in spaces between pieces of gravel in
streams; this "silting out" is detrimental to fish because it
fills the spaces fish eggs and newly hatched young
normally occupy to avoid predators.
Logging also causes stream flow to accelerate at
certain times of the year but drop below norm al flow at
other times. If streams run dry even briefly, fish die.
Stream temperatures are also elevated in logged areas
because the canopy (which logging removes) normally
shades streams and keeps the water cooler. Warmer
water holds less oxygen, and fish need oxygen. Do you
follow this logic? Logging is therefore directly detrimental to the fishing industry, but do loggers care about
fishing jobs?
Logging also removes the large woody debris (trees
that die naturally and fall over) which normally falls
across streams, creating quiet pools and enhancing fish
habitat. After logging, no large trees fall across streams,
so the rushing waters erode the banks more easily.
Logging produces a lot of slash (bark and tree
branches that are not used) and this rots relatively
quickly, releasing huge amounts of carbon dioxide.
Carbon dioxide exacerbates the greenhouse effect, and
while I personally might enjoy having Southeast warm
up a few degrees, I shudder to think of the consequences
if the U.S. grain-growing belt shifts to northern Canada
where soils are not suitable for agriculture. Even the
wood that is used is partly degraded (e.g., the pulping
process is only 30% efficient), and more C 0 2 is released.
Logging removes prime high-volume old-growth
forests, and since plots are logged on 80-120 year rotations, and old-growth forest takes considerably longer
than that to re-establish, logging permanently removes
old-growth forest habitat. Old-growth forest is special
because it has standing dead snags and huge fallen logs
on the floor. Standing dead snags are important feeding
and nesting habitat for woodpeckers and other birds,
while huge fallen logs, which prevent erosion on steep
slopes, and they are habitat for several species of birds
and mammals, and are special sits for nitrogen-fixing
bacteria. Without nitrogen-fixing bacteria, Mr. Walker,
the trees would not grow in the first place.
Old-growth forest is also important because of its
huge trees. Huge Sitka spruce are preferred nesting sites
for bald eagles, our national bird.
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Logging is also detrimental to tourism. Tourists, Mr.
Walker, are just NOT going to pay big bucks to look at
dear-cuts. Again, do loggers care about jobs in tourism?
These are some of the facts that I tell my freshman
biology class, Mr. Walker, and I think they speak for
themselves. Your position is stated most clearly in the
first line of your ad— "w ealth". Wealth, particularly
your own wealth as part owner of Whitestone Logging,
is what really motivates you, Mr. Walker.
Dr. Jerry Franklin (University of Washington, College
of Forest Resources), who has studied old-growth forests
in the Pacific Northwest for decades, and is the recognized world authority on old- growth forests, has
recently expressed great concern for what logging is
doing to the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. Logging
mines the soil of nutrients, Franklin reports, and destroys
an ecosystem which may be irreplaceable. Not a single
piece of old-growth forest has been rejuvenated in a
logged area anywhere in the world, Mr. Walker. Not a
single piece.
Sincerely,
Rita M. O'Clair, PhD
Associate Professor of Biology

Be careful in snow and ice
Dear Editor:
The first snow has fallen and I expect all look forward
to a winter season of outdoor fun. However, it's not all
fun and it can be dangerous. Again this winter UAS
Physical Plant staff will work around the clock, if necessary, to maintain our campus reasonably accessible for
vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Please understand thatreasonably accessible does not mean absolutely free from
snow, ice or other cold weather hazards.
We need your cooperation and help to get through the
season without winter weather related accidents. There
is no guarantee roads or walkways will not be slippery.
Please wear proper footwear and excercise caution
w alkingon the hillside we call campus. Please outfit
your vehicles with snow tires and windshield ice scrappers. Do not drive until all you vehicle windows are
clear with visibility in all directions. Do not sit in your
vehicles for long periods of time w ith the vehicles engine
running. When moving your vehicle, please understand
driving surfaces may be slippery even though salt and
sand have been applied to the surfaces; drive defensively
and never drive left of the center on the Auke Way sharp
curve.
Please know that visibility when operating a UAS
snowplow or loader is not always excellent and use
extreme caution when approaching this equipment. Also
recognize that the flashing yellow lights on this equipment is a warning that these may be moving in reverse as
well as forward.
Improper vehicular parking is very dangerous and
also slows the snow removal process. As often as
necessary, improperly parked vehicles will be issued a
CBJ parking violation citations ot towed away. Do not
leave vehicles overnight in academic area parking lots.
Parking on the UAS campus has become a major area
of concern. With an increase in the student population,
and that trend expected to continue, we are looking into
ways, of elevating that problem. One word of warning
for student parking in the lot across from the
Hendrickson Building—This is not UAS property. You
park there at your own risk.
Please enjoy and respect, the Alaskan winter.
Thank You,
Bob Green
UAS Physical Plant
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Council Message
Hello fellow students,
I just returned from a
busy week of meetings
in Anchorage. My time
was spent giving several
statements to the
Executive Committee
and the Board of Regents. Now all I have to
do is catch up on my
studies.
Here are some issues
that were discussed:
Within the Executive Committee, I addressed the
concerns of student leaders from Sitka, Ketchikan,
Anchorage and our own campus, towards a proposed
elimination of student membership from the General
Assembly. I stated to the committee that w e are all
opposed to the elimination of students from the
General Assembly. The statement seemed to have
been well accepted. Now I must get together with the
other campus student leaders and propose how we
will participate in this governing body of the University. I will keep everyone posted.
In regards to new construction on this campus, the
new classroom wing looks like it will be built in the
near future. The Board of Regents submitted a
prioritized report of Capital Projects of all University
Campuses and the construction of our classroom is
number 11 o f 103 on the list. N ow , it is up to the
Legislature and our Governor to appropriate a sum of
money so that this can be accomplished. With concern to a new Recreational Facility, the phase one of
the project on the same priority list was number 36.

Joel A. Hinz
USUAS, President

Hunt expresses thanks
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the
wonderful people at the university who helped me
through my surgery. All the support and assistance I
have received throughout my recovery has been overwhelming. It means a great deal to me. The proceeds
from the garage sale were great and will be a big help!
I want everyone to know that I'm doing fine and feel a
lot better. I can't wait to come back to work in the
bookstore! Again, I want to thank everyone for their care
and support.
Sincerely,
Vicki Hunt

Editor's Note: The editorial staff is very pleased with
the responses we have received from our reader's We
received more letters to the editor after the last issue
than we have from all the other issues we’ve published
combined. We hope the flow of letters continues. It is
our intention to keep as much space as possible open
for your commments and concerns.

News
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federal cuts, and adjust their
Therefore, freshman retention
curriculum accordingly. To keep statistics would, hopefully, go
federal funding coming, UAS
up, because students would
better understand the informaThe University of Alaska
must increase its retention of
freshmen students.
tion and not be intimidated by
Southeast is between a rock and
a hard place. The federal governthe next level of math.
The math faculty of UAS
ment is considering rewriting its
If UAS combines the two math
submitted a proposal to the dean
policy-of-guidelines for recipicourses it will not be teaching a
of the School of Education,
ents of federal aid. Potentially,
math class that is solely preparaLiberal Arts and Sciences, John
tory. Therefore, the federal
universities that teach pre-college Pugh, asking the university to
level courses and receive federal
requirement would be met.
drop Preparatory Mathematics
Other proposals were discussed.
(Math 054) from its curriculum.
grants would not be able to put
any of those funds toward the
One such proposal was to
Following this proposal, on
continue to offer the class, but
October 30, developmental
pre-college level courses they
faculty and administration met to limit it to one section that would
offer. Also, students that take
be self supportive. All the
share ideas about how to best
pre-college level courses and
options discussed are being
handle this proposal. One idea
receive federal grants or federal
considered.
suggested, Math 054 should not
student loans would be prohibOne out of every five students
be simply dropped, but possibly
ited from putting any of those
taking
a placement test, prior to
the university could combine
funds toward pre-college level
registration, are placed in
Math 054 with Math 055 over an
courses they may need.
preparatory mathematics.
entire academic year. The logic
The federal government is
Placement tests are used to
behind this idea stems from the
considering cutting aid to predetermine w hat courses a new
college level courses a university thought the information would
student admitted to UAS qualimight teach, because historically
still be available, but would be
presented over a longer period of fies for, and students are encourstudents that take pre-college
time. By combining Math 054
aged to take these tests.
level courses do not finish in a
Twenty-five percent of those
with Math 055 students could
degree program. Therefore,
tested place in preparatory
still get the background they
retention statistics of the univermathematics, while 75 percent
might need in preparatory
sity look poor in the eyes of the
place in Fundamentals of Algefederal government. Left with
mathematics, and since it would
bra (Math 055). These statistics
be presented over a longer
no alternative, UAS administrahave caused math faculty and
period of time students might
tors may be forced to prepare
administration alike to seriously
better absorb the information.
themselves for the projected

evaluate this proposal— cutting
Preparatory Mathematics from
the curriculum.
Bruce Gifford, Regional
Director of Student Services, was
in favor of the university cutting
Math 054 from its curriculum.
Gifford said, "If the university
took the financial resources that
are currently being channeled
toward 054 and put those monies
toward the 055 curriculum, the
students of the university would
be much better served. We can
build up Math 0 5 5 , 105 and 107,
if we are not spending money on
Elementary Math—a course that
is not even university level
math."
Karen House, math instructor,
was opposed to UAS "axing"
Math 054 from its curriculum.
House said, "U A S is serving a
region of people— people who
have no other local resource to
obtain the education they so
desperately need— like basic
math to survive in the real
world."
She also said "UAS, in its
mission statement, is striving to
assist its students and encourage
them to achieve their full potential, but if Math 054 is dropped

from the curriculum, UAS is
failing to help a specific population of students reach their full
potential. Some non-traditional,
some rural and some Native
students would be directly
affected by UAS cutting preparatory m ath." House suggested
developmental faculty meet
more often so they have a better
understanding of the impact of
dropping courses of this nature.
These meetings would also serve
the purpose of keeping each
faculty member abreast of all
factors in the area of developmental education.
Pugh said, "W ith the budget
cuts expected, we must hone our
mission statement." UAS might
be commpelled to cut some
classes they offer to strengthen
others. He said, the school is
taking into consideration all
aspects of this issue, and until all
aspects have been considered he
will not submit the proposal to
the curriculum committee.
The curriculum committee is
made up of faculty members,
and has the final say in what the
university adds or deletes from
the schedule of classes offered
here at UAS.

USUAS refuses to provide Hickel recall petition: "too politically sensitive"
ByJeri Cary
Whalesong Staff

ing to an information release
from their office, is a group of
citizens whose only common
In their October 30 meeting,
characteristic is the desire to
remove Governor Hickel and
USUAS Student Government
Lieutenant Governor Coghill
turned down a request by nine
from office. The organization is
UAS students to provide copies
run entirely by volunteers, and
of the recall petition in the
has no formal structure or
student government office on
spokesperson.
campus, and to forward signed
According to Alaska statutes,
copies of the petition to the
ther e are four grounds on which
Recall Coalition. According to
the unofficial minutes from that
a recall can be based: lack of
fitness; incompetence; neglect of
meeting, Student Government
duties; or corruption.
members felt that the issue was
A specific grounds for recall is
"too politically sensitive...for
not stated on the petition.
student government, as an
According to Deputy Press
organization, to offer support."
Secretary John Manly, "A s far as
The response of Student
I know, the basis has not been
Government members is not
established." But the Governor's
atypical. According to Patti
Greene, a volunteer w ith the
office is aware that petitions are
being signed. Manly said, "It
Coalition, "The fear factor is
seems to me that when people
extremely high."
Coalition members apparently are induced to sign or circulate
[the petition] it's because they
feel that fear of retribution may
inhibit people from signing the
have a specific beef with the
Governor."
petition, and even include a
The Recall Coalition does not
paragraph on the form itself
reminding potential signers that
release exact figures on the
number of petitions collected, but
"you are exercising your constiGreene estimates that close to
tutional right to sign any peti10,000 signatures have been
tion, as guaranteed by the U.S.
collected at this time. "W hen
and Alaska constitutions."
you push people too far," said
The Recall Coalition, accord-

Greene, "they push back."
The petitions currently being
distributed are the first part of a
three-phase process.
If the Coalition is successful in
obtaining signatures from
qualified voters that equal 10% of
voters who participated in the
last general election, an official
application for recall can be
made. In the second phase, those
who signed the original petition
become eligible to act as sponsors
for an official petition.
In order to complete this
phase, qualified voters equal to
25% of those who voted in the
last election must sign.
In the final phase, an election
will be held to give voters the
opportunity to recall the Governor or to affirm their choice in
the last general election.
Roughly 200,000 Alaskans
voted in the election that placed
Governor Hickel in office.
Twenty thousand signatures will
be needed to complete the
application process, and 50,000 to
justify an election.
The approximately 10,000
signatures currently on file with
the Coalition don't appear to
concern the Hickel administration. Deputy Press Secretary

Manly states that even if 15,000
or 20,000 people sign the petition,
"This is still a relatively small
portion of Alaskans."
Would the evidence of dissatisfaction promote changes in
unpopular policies? Apparently
not, according to Manly. At
most, it would be "a clear sign
that he's not getting his message
directly to the people." Manly

predicts that the Governor's
response would be an attempt to
communicate more directly with
the voting public so that his
philosophy would be conveyed
more clearly than has been the
case through the media. "H e's a
very personable guy," says
Manly. "People get a different
perspective when they get to
know him ."

Ja ck Curry joins School of Business and Public Administration
By Jeri Cary
Whalesong Staff

for "an avid fisherman, backpacker, and scuba diver," as
Curry describes himself. "The
campus is beautiful," Curry said.
The facilities available to stu-

Jack Curry, Associate Professor of Computer Information
Systems, came to UAS with one
primary purpose: " I came here to
teach school. I didn't come here
for any other particular reason."
Curry combines his teaching
background prior to coming to
UAS with his experience in the
business world. " I have a
profession that I've practiced for
25 years in business data processing, and I've had twelve years of
teaching, so I can convey that
business experience to these
students as opposed to strictly an
academic view." Curry's courses
this semester are Computer
Fundamentals and Applications
(CIS 101), Methods of Systems
Photo by Gregory Norman
Analysis (CIS 300), Computer
Automated Accounting (ACCT
dents are, in his opinion, "quite
222), and Information Systems
adequate for the size of the
Planning (CIS 440).
classes and the size of the student
Teaching at UAS has several
body right now; in fact, it's very
advantages for Curry. The
exceptional." The most appeallocation in Southeast has appeal
ing h ing about teaching at UAS?

Gregory Norman
Whalesong Staff

enhance student life.
W ith a budget of $104,000 the
activities office spends 49 perThe University of Alaska
cent, or $48,000 on providing
Southeast Student Activities
transportation to and from the
office often provides entertainB ill Ray Center. This service is
ment for the student population.
an extension of the existing
However, they sponsor much
Capital Transit Express Bus
more than just occassional
route.
dances, intramural sports and
The main idea behind offering
motivational speakers— they
this extended service evolved
offer services that are designed to during the accreditation review

By invitation from Student Government:

The students o f UAS will be
hosting Senator Duncan, and
Representitives Ulmer and
Hudson for an informal
reception on classrooms.
All students encouraged to attend
Hendrickson Annex, Room 106
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"Students. I've enjoyed, im mensely, the people I've come in
contact with so far."
Curry states that the primary
disadvantage of teaching at UAS

"Networking, Computer
Security, and Relational Databases are my specialty areas of
knowledge," Curry said. Students or others who would like

"I have a profession that I've
practiced for 25 years in business data
processing, and I've had twelve years
of teaching, so I can convey that
business experience to these students
as opposed to strictly an academic
view."
—Jack Curry
Associate Professor of Computer Information Systems.
is the isolation. "W e have to do a
lot more sharing of knowledge
and ideas here than you might
normally have to do where
there's lots of resources to draw
from."

to benefit from Curry's areas of
expertise can contact him on the
VAX at JFJPC, or by phone. "If a
student needs to call about
something, feel free," he said.
While his focus in his first

semester at UAS has been on his
classes, Curry plans to get more
involved with community
activities in the future. A project
that combines community
interests with teaching is already
underway in his CIS 440 class.
Curry said, "I made arrangements with the Forest Service,
and we are designing a mining
water quality system... to monitor the quality of runoff water
around the mines here. In
addition, it collects data to
monitor the spawning gravel... in
various rivers." Projects like
this, Curry said, meet his goals
to "provide some value to the
community and the government,
and to provide our students with
some real-life applications."
Real-life experience with
computer applications is of
growing importance to students.
Curry said, "If you want to
succeed in today's business, or
even academic, world, you have
to have some computer knowledge, because it's the tool of the
future."

$48,000 spent annually to run extended express bus service for UAS

Novem ber 20th, 12:30-2:00

\
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"I'm an avid fisherman, back-packer, and scuba diver:"

Federal policies m ay cau se cancellation of developm ental courses
By Ronald Arvin
Whalesong Staff

News
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in 1983. The review committee
recommended that the university
offer the student population a
means to conveniently travel to
the out-laying campus facilities.
Tish Griffin, Assistant Director of Student Services, said "I'm
interested in finding out who is
riding the bus during the extended hours." A project
planned to calculate the number
of students taking advantage of

bus service between the hours of
4:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. is in the
works. According to Griffin, the
activities office plans to hire two
students to ride the bus during
the extended hours and compile
statistics in regards to ridership.
However, the program does
not appear to be cost effective; as
it stands the service runs an
additional six-and-half hours per
day, four days a week. That

breaks down to approximatly $68.
an hour, or over $400 a day. This
indicates that over 400. students
would need to access the service
for it to be worth the continued
funding.
Bruce Gifford, Regional
Director of Student Services said,
"[Griffin and I] have discussed
the m atter." "W e are aware that
it is not very cost effective," he
said.
In addition to the $48,000
spent on the bus service, the
Activities office spends $23,000
on providing free access to the
Juneau Racquet Club (JRC) for
full-time students and a reasonable rate to part-time students.
Students are allowed to use the
JRC from opening till 3 p.m. and
from 8 p.m. till close, and all day
Saturdays and Sundays. This
contract also involves the use of
the facilities for the Physical
Education courses offered
though the normal university
curriculm.
However, between the two
programs 68 percent of the
activities budget is aborbed,
leaving $33,000 for administra
tive costs. After these costs are
distributed, Griffin said, "W e
have about $7,000 to promote
student activities."
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Brown responds to tenure issues
Dear Editor:
In her letter voicing concern about Karen House's
denial of tenure, Jennifer Bird quotes me on the importance of developmental courses. W hile the quote is
correct, Ms. Bird incorrectly interprets my remarks as
giving support to Professor House's tenure. I have never
met Professor House or seen her tenure file. I have no
opinion on whether she should be granted tenure or not.
As a new faculty member, I have mixed feelings about
anyone being denied tenure. On one hand, I don't want
to teach at a university where tenure is automatic.
Automatic tenure is a recipe for stagnant faculty and a
second-rate university. On the other hand, I am concerned that the issues—whatever they may be—that have
cost Professor House tenure could affect me when I go
up for tenure. I suspect that all non-tenured faculty on
this campus share similar concerns.
The criteria for tenure should be stringent. At least
four factors should be counted. First, teaching should be
exemplary. N ot only should students enjoy the tenure
candidate’s classes, but they should be adequately
prepared for higher level work; this is especially important in mathematics. Second, the tenure candidate
should have a record of service to the university and/or
community. Third, the candidate should be an active
scholar. Scholarship may or may not result in publication, but it should be clear that the candidate is current
in his or her field and continually bringing new ideas to
the classroom. Finally, the candidate must have the
appropriate graduate degree. In most cases this means
the Ph.D. If too many faculty lack the appropriate
degree, the school cannot be accredited. Among other
things, this makes it difficult (or impossible) for students
to get into graduate school, sit for professional examination, or transfer to other universities. If Professor House
fulfills all of the criteria, I would support her for tenure.
Sincerely,
Bill Browns Associate Professor of Economics

Olson addresses Walker
Dear Editor:
I read with great interest the advertisement by Keith
Walker of Hoonah and the Whitestone Southeast Logging Company regarding the use of logic and reason in
the classroom. I fully agree that one of the principal
obligations of a university is to teach the students how to
use logic here at the Juneau Campus. But at the same
time I am somewhat confused by parts of the ad. For
instance, it says that "Locking up our natural resources
will lead to economic decline and a lower standard of
living for your children." I don't know if I am expected
to fallaciously infer that somehow all exploitation of
natural resources is good and will benefit the general
public or only those who invest or work for such industries. To conclude that all exploitation of natural resources is totally beneficial would, of course, be the
affirmation of the consequent of a sufficient conditional,
which is Obviously an invalid inference and an over
generalization. In addition, I cannot deny the obvious
fact that some extractive practices have long range costs
to the public which economists have pointed out for
many years, but which public policy is just now starting

Opinion
to recognize. Regarding the costs and benefits of the
industries listed by Mr. Walker— logging,mining, oil— I
think it would behoove the University of Alaska to
provide space for a public debate on these issues. This
would allow the public, students and faculty an opportunity to hear the facts and views regarding the short-term
and long-term costs and benefits of extractive industries.
In all fairness, the participants would need to allow
questions from the audience so that the arguments could
be subjected to the light of reason and logic. They could
not simply proclaim their own dogmas and walk away
unquestioned.
On a second point, I am also somewhat confused by
what Mr. Walker says. He asks students "to question the
emotional dogma promoted by some of your instructors." Of course this is material, not formal fallacy, in
blindly accusing some people of certain behavior without specifying the individuals. W e saw what this leads
to in the dark days of McCarthyism. He needs to come
out and name names, give specifics so that these "som e
instructors"— whoever they m ay be— can respond. Also,
I don't know what an "emotional dogma" is. One o f the
first tasks in logic is to become precise in your definitions. I don't know if be means dogmas that are held
with an emotional commitment. Those who cling to
certain dogmas oftentimes do so with emotion. The
standard definition of dogma is that it is a doctrine, tenet
or belief. A secondary meaning given by Webster's
Dictionary is that it is the positive, arrogant assertion of
opinion. Many times people assert their opinions in a
positive, arrogant manner and this is not fallacious.
However, to claim that one’s opinions, assumptions,
postulates, values are absolutely and unquestionably
true is an extreme form of dogmatism. O n the other, the
phrase "emotional dogmas," may be taken to mean
dogmas regarding the emotions, and this would infer
that some of our psychology faculty are stating dogmas
regarding the emotions— but since Mr. Walker represents a logging company, I doubt that he is speaking
about topics in the psychology classes. But there certainly needs to be a clarification of the relationship of the
noun and adjective before we can fully understand what
he means. Dogma does have a place in theology, be
cause the basic premises of theology are based on belief,
not necessarily on a prior or a posterior inferences
(deductive or inductive reasoning). But dogmatic
proclamations have no place in the give and take of the
academic world such as the natural and social sciences.
If "som e of your instructors" are indeed proclaiming
certain things to be absolutely closed to question or
debate, they are making sacred what needs to be secular;
students need to question such behavior. But again, we
are not told who those "som e of your instructors" are.
So, we have no way of knowing whether or not this is an
objective, quantifiable statement or simply the dogmatic
proclamation of Mr. Walker.
All of my classes are open to those who wish to visit
the classroom to see and hear what is being said and
proposed, and what is being questioned by the use of
logic and reason. I would welcome Mr. W alker to any of
my classes, but particularly to the class on logic where
we might learn from his wisdom and experience. Perhaps he could give us good examples of precise, logical
reasoning regarding environmental questions so that w e
might subject his arguments to the harsh light of logical
Critique.
The advertisement makes the unsupported innuendo
that somehow our students fail to use reason and logic
and fail to question instructors and that students need to
change. I don't know if Mr. W alker means all or some
students fail to use logic and reason. My experience has
been that many students do question the instructors and
do use reason and logic.

N ovem ber 1 3 , 1991
In the meantime, I will go on wondering what "em otional dogm a" is and who is proclaiming such things on
our campus. I would like to have sufficient facts and
data for my own deductive reasoning regarding that
short-term and long-term costs and benefits of the
extractive industries so that I might question Mr. Walker
and those who may or may not agree with him. If there
is such a public debate, I want to make my reservations
now for a front row seat. I may even have a few questions of my own.
Wallace M. Olson
Professor of Anthropology
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USUAS holds meeting with a Amigo's Blue Guitar:
quorum to do business
Perseverance's production high quality

By Gregory Norman
W halesong Staff

For the second time in three
weeks the United Students of the
University of Alaska Southeast
canceled a scheduled meeting.
The rational behind the first
cancelation was attributed to the
lack of a quorum, with the
second credited to counsel
President Joel Hinz and Vice
President Tina Lee traveling to
Anchorage for the Board of
Regents meeting.
USUAS two weeks ago
announced that Legislative
Affairs Coordinator Debbie
Krontz resigned her position for
personal reasons, while appointing Upper Division Representative Debbie Ostendorf to fill her
position.
In other maneuvers, USUAS
President Joel Hinz filled the
Upper Division Representative
opening with the appointment of
Brandie Ahlgren.
In addition to the appointments, the counsel discussed a
motion that would allow for a
Hickel/Coghill recall petition to
be available in the USUAS office.
However, this motion was voted

down unanimously. The counsel
proclaimed the issue to be "too
politically sensitive for student
government, as an organization,
to offer support in either a
physical or financial way."
Under the heading of New
Business, Vice President Lee
made a motion that the counsel
appropriate $600 to cover
coupons that would be given to
students who return surveys.
The motion failed after Upper
Division Representative George
Campbell called the money a
"bribe." " I don't think we
should have to bribe the student
to fill out a survey," he said. A
friendly amendment was made
an $400 appropriated for prizes
instead.
Ostendorf and George
Campbell announced the confirmation of a November 20,
"informal, meet your legislators,
reception." The reception will be
held at the Hendrickson Annex,
Room 106 from 12:30-2 p.m.
Senator Jim Duncan and Representatives Fran Ulmer and Bill
Hudson will be in attendance.
Campbell said, "Students are
encouraged to attend and bring
as many people as you like."

By Scott A. Carnes
W halesong Staff

superb. Again, the characters
would have been easy to overplay. Instead, the players did an
excellent job of giving their
Perseverance Theater's
characters a great deal of life,
production of Amigo's Blue Guitar
while keeping them on a short
is a well-staged, well-acted
leash. Asha Zoe Falcon was
presentation of Joan MacLeod's
particularly believable as C allieplay. The company gives an
emotional performance, that
manner in which it deals with the the daughter and Elias' love
interest. Mary Lou Spartz also
allows the audience to both enjoy political issues surrounding
themselves and be moved by the refugees. At the heart of the play did a nice job as the grandmother, Martha.
play's message.
is Elias' claim that sleep has no
Another enjoyable aspect of
Amigo's Blue Guitar is the story language and dreams know no
the play is the set and so und
country. Stated at the play’s
of a family living "on an island
design. Much of the action takes
opening, and again at the play's
that is a short ferry ride from
conclusion, this assertion sets the place inside the lighthouse home
Vancouver," British Columbia,
of the family. Set designer Dan
stage for the play to deal with
that takes an El Salvadorian
DeRoux did an excellent job of
ideas of different, often conflictrefugee into their home. The
producing a simplistic, yet clever
play deals honestly and explicitly ing life ambitions and experiand fun rendition of a
with the issues and emotions that ences, national pride, the effects
lighthouse's interior. The choice
of war and personal ties to
surround the situation. The
of music for the sound portion of
audience is allowed to experience political stances.
the show was also great. Diane
It would have very easy for
the pain of Elias-played by Lee
Martin did a fine job of choosing
the production to over-emphaCano-and his difficulty in
modem tunes that most everysize these issues, or even to
adapting to his new "home,"
one knows, while making them
melodramatically portray them.
while also giving the audience
fit the mood and ideas of the
However, while not making the
the opportunity to join in the
different scenes and scene
issues secondary, the company
humor of many of the awkward
managed to subtly entwine them changes.
situations the family finds itself
Both a moving and entertainin the emotions and action of the
in trying to accept a newcomer
ing
play, Perseverance Theater's
play,
making
them
more
accesinto their home.
production
Amigo's Blue Guitar is
sible to the audience.
One of the truly successful
definitely worth seeing.
The acting in the play was
qualities of the play is the
Amigo's Blue G uitar is showing
at Perseverance Theater in
Douglas November 14 through
December 8. Tickets are $9.00
for students and are available at
Hearthside Books, Big City
Books and at the door.
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